features

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE  Peter Teluk chooses Baker & McKenzie's Kiev office over a federal clerkship and mixes multinational business with "cowboy law" at its finest.

A NEW SOCIAL CONSCIENCE  Expecting a generation gap, law student Frederick S. Vondy feels nostalgic—and inspired.

THE WHITE HOUSE  Kennedy Fellow Stan Herr takes us inside domestic policy and historic moments.

BENJAMIN CIVILETTI  In three decades of practice, he has never hesitated to serve his country, the community or people in need.

STUDENTS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD  Tutors, mentors and friends, law students find time to make a difference for others.

CHALLENGES OF A PUBLIC CALLING  Maryland legislators explain why they ran and what it's like to serve in Annapolis.

SUPREME COURT ARGUMENTS FIRSTHAND  Robert Pervical

LEGAL BONDING (not bondage)  Michele J. McDonald '92

REUNION CELEBRATIONS

REPORT OF GIFTS

departments

18  ALUMNI BRIEFS

24  DOCKET

COVER PHOTOGRAPH BY KEVIN WEBER